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Our School Department.
We first offered the public our

in regard to lessons on 
were published in the i 

* 4, 1919.

Hints on Teaching. ng htn 
'emberBy Geo. W. Hoffbrd, M. A.

Pruning Fruit Trees.
Only a few of the more apparent 

principles involved in pruning can be 
presented to a Form III. class. No 
doubt some of them have observed that 
it seems to be part of the proper care of 
an orchard. Here, then, is the startin 
point. A visit to a well-kept orchar 
in the community where some of the 
reasons for judicious pruning, may be
pointed out, would be most profitable, very often there is a week or two of 
Observe where the pruner has cut out exceptionally bright, sunshiny weather 
branches and twigs, and cut back leaders, which is suitable for nut gathering, and 
Imagine what the tree would have looked getting the-flower gardens and shrub -r > 
like if this pruning had not been done, in condition for the winter. There is 
Based on observation, emphasize a few plenty for the boys and girls to do it the 
of such objects of pruning trees as, (1), way of finishing the apple piclmg,
It makes the cultivation of the soil gathering up the vegetables, and storing 
around the trees easier by having the them away for winter use. Very often 
branches near the ground cut away, the parents have not time to do many 
(2). The tree is so pruned that no of these little jobs, which are not urn 
braftches are growing across through heavy for the boys and girls. In storing 
the top which may prevent the sunlight the vegetables, it is a good plan to bury 
and air getting at the fruit. What is the carrots, beets, etc., in sand, as it ends 
advantage of pruning so as to form a to keep them firmer and fresher lor un
well-balanced tree? (3), Pruning lessens during the winter. If the cellar is too 
the number of apples, but 'improves the warm for the proper keeping of végéta Mes 
size, quality and attractiveness. Why? and apples, it would be interest! k
(4) , Pruned trees do not exhaust them- pit these crops. If you have not a
selves as much as unpruned trees, hence so before, start on a smalt scale. Seicct 
the former are likely to bear more regular- a high and dry place in the g i n, 
ly. "It does not exhaust a tree as remove the loose earth to a deg of
much to bear a good crop of fine fruit as four or five inches, lay a little straw
it does to produce a heavy crop of small in the bottom and build a mou of 
fruit, as the exhaustion of the tree is more potatoes or apples; then cover with good 
in proportion to the numtlfer of seeds layer of straw, and a light coating of
matured, than to the size of the fruit." soil. It is well to place a tile in t top
(5) , Have the larger branches been for ventilation; in fact, this tile might 
cut close to the trunk, or leading branches? advisedly extend down towards t he 
There should be no stubs left, and the centre of the mound so that a person 
larger fresh cuts should be covered with could lower a thermometer occasionally 
paint or grafting wax to prevent rotting, during the winter to ascertain the te ■
What will cause the rotting? (6), Has ature in the centre of the pit. as a 
the orchard been pruned before? How weather approaches more earth should 
can you tell? Pruning should be done be put over the pit, and then if here 
regularly so that any one pruning may is danger of the temperature in 
not be severe. Why? Young orchards approaching freezing point, strawy mamfl’ 
need practically none until they begin to could be used. One must be GggMpiJfy 
bear fruit. (7), Pruning is usually done to prevent the vegetables or appj "m 
in March. Why not do it about the freezing, and yet not give 80 neaWM 
first of June when growth is vigorous covering that they will heat and spo •
so that the wounds will heal over quickly? The amount of covering depemte 8 
In British Columbia summer pruning is good deal upon the severity of the wWip -*. -1 
practiced. and the snowfall.

Poultry Equipment. shrobs.^a “perînniaTboA

A lesson or two on this topic is much and possibly a bed of tulips. If the» 
needed in rural schools, for practically jsn-t( then for very little expenditure 
all farms support a few hens. Un- the home surroundings could be consider- 
fortunately, they receive little or no con- ably improved by planting out 
sidération. They get their food at flowering shrubs, perennials, etc. £ m 
irregular intervals wherever they can, of these may be secured from a neig! - 
often destroying parts of the grain crop Qr may be purchased at a seed sfdtfc 
near the farm buildings, and lay and Perennials are easy to grow, require 
roost wherever they can. The result comparatively little attention, and 
is the egg production is low; the birds are an array of beauty year after 
wild, and of inferior quality; and boys and These may need a little attention in the 
girts see little or no kindness, and care fall, as protecting the roots against fros, 
shown these farm animals. Where such with a covering of strawy manure. Some 
is the case these November days make Gf the tender 'shrubs may need to be 
the proper winter care and housing an covered with old canvass or sacking, 
important topic. * Some shrubs and vines that , are «Be

Conduct the lessons so that some home tender are not only wrapped in sackM- 
discussions may arise. Some members but are laid on the ground and cover^ 
of the class may be asked to tell the others with straw. These are some of the thinll 
how poultry is housed at their homes. which the boys and girls can do, w 
Then take up the need and requirements it should be interesting work to anyOW 
of a good chicken house. How large should who likes flowers, 
it be to properly house 100 hens? Study Those who hâve a 
with the pupils the diagrams given in Farm should have them in winter quarw» 
Poultry, Bulletin 247, Ontario Depart- by now and be giving them extra attention 
ment of Agriculture. It would be well if winter eggs are to be gathered. D*
to get this bulletin for each pupil so that pen does not need to be too warm, but
he may use it himself and take it home to it must be dry and well ventilated. « -ffl 
help out discussions there. Where hens order to force the birds to take e*ettg| 
are kept during the winter on a farm the grain part of the ration should be 
what kind of foundation should a poultry buried in about a foot of dry stflW 
house have? What kind of a floor and Scratching for the feed keeps the mob® 
what care should it be given? If the floor circulating and warms up the body,
is cement, what covering should be which is better for the birds than haVM|;
provided? Should the poultry house be the body heated by external heat. 
kept clean? How? Why? Discuss the men have found that it is a good pn* 
arrangements necessary for light, warmth, to keep a dry mash of rolled oats and 
and ventilation. How often should hens before the birds; then an occfTj® 
be fed, and how much at a time? What wet mash, fed hot, is recommended oy 
provision must be made for their water some. It must be remembered that 
supply? Name some diseases hens are birds require green feed and meafc 
subject to. Often there is a big loss besides the grain, and then they caMW
caused by a disease breaking out in a produce eggs uTiless they are
hen house. Remove sick hens from the material from which to make the JwFsU
flock. Aim to find the cause of the Cabbage, mangels, beets, or turnjWi
trouble and remove it. make excellent green feed, and SEW , J

The moulting hen is also a listed milk will supply the meat ration,
subject for discussion this month. Hints beef scraps may be purchased.

Preparing for Winter on 
the Farm.

November is a busy yet Interesting 
month on the average farm. There 
always odds and ends of work t be 
finished up before the snow flies, ad
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Millions now use it to their utmost satisfaction
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«
FELLERS-GOUGH offers you the opportunity to make 

O tremendous savings on the furs you need this winter.
The fact that we are the largest exclusive fur house in 

the British Empire makes it possible for us to offer you 
values unmatchable elsewhere on the continent. We buy the 
raw fur pelts in tremendous quantities. Makg up the furs hi 
our own workshops. And sell them direct by niait. The sav
ings we pass on to you—through the medium of our catalogue. 
You get the utmost quality—the newest style creations—at 
» "maker-direct-to-you” price. (And you get an absolute 
guarantee of satisfaction.
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C.Showing Fashion's Latest 
Decrees in Far Coats, Stoles 

and Muffs

£

The Sellers-Gough 1920-21 Fur Catalogue showing the 
authentic hir fashions for the coming season is just off the 
press. This magnificent fur fashion guide brings to your own 
home the wide choice of fora you would have could you 
personally visit nor nationally-famed store. Each sumptuous 
garment!» beautifully illustrated, showing every detail of 
style. This comprehensive fur-fashion book is sent free 
Æv upon request.
A stv A postcard with your name and address 
a Ax - •*** bring It to you by return —-1-

GUARANTEE
To ensure your com
plete confident e in buy
ing furs by mail from 
our catalogue we cover 
each article sold by an 
absolute guarantee of 
satisfaction or money 
refunded.G
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At Your Service
Wherever You Live

The woman in towp, or country, has 
the same advantage as her sister in 
the city in expert advice from the 
best-known firm of Cleaners and 
Dyers in Canada.
Parcels from the country sent by mail 
or express receive the same careful 
attention as work delivered personally.

n \\

iililn
ft F Cleaning and Dyeing

Clothing or Household Fabrics

,For years, the name of "Parker’s" has 
signified perfection in this work of 
making ofd things look like new, 
whether personal garments of even the 
most fragile material, or household 
curtains, draperies, rugs, etc.
Write to us for further particulars, or 
send your parcels direct to

1
flock of pullet»

Hi

Parker’s&
1in»'

Dye Works Limited
Cleaners* Dyers
791 Yonge St., Toronto

^Subscribers ! The Farmer’s Advocate and Home Magazine.
Scud his name and his SI.50, and we will advance your own euhacriotlon 

SIX MONTHS FREE OF CHARGE.
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